
Welcome to the fourth issue of Fat Gold’s third year, made from
coratina or picual olives harvested in November 2019!

THE BASICS

The plastic top pulls out from the tin to form a pouring spout. 
Don’t be afraid to apply steady pressure. (This can be puzzling, so 
we’ve posted a video demonstration at fat.gold/open-sesame)

This is a split shipment, so you received one of two different oils, 
and they have a lot in common. Both were produced by our friend 
Pablo Voitzuk, who is one of the best olive oil makers in Califor-
nia. Both come from olives harvested at Windmill Vineyards in 
Yolo County. And both were milled at Apollo Olive Oil, up in the 
Sierra foothills.

So, a lot of similarities, but: they taste very different!

KATHRYN AND PABLO’S TASTING NOTES

Picual had a terrible reputation for many years. It was associated 
with an aroma that, unfortunately, is best described as “cat pee.” 
Many people thought that aroma was intrinsic to the variety; 
turns out, they were just making their oil wrong. By harvesting 
the picual olives earlier and milling them at lower temperatures, 
producers were able to make delicious, award-winning oils, with 
no cat pee in evidence. The signature of a well-made picual is 
instead the strong and appealing aroma of tomato leaf. 

Coratina was likewise maligned; the problem in its case wasn’t 
cat pee but harsh bitterness. The remedy, however, was the 
same: handle the olives with care. If you do, coratina’s fruitiness 
balances its bitterness, and the olive oil emerges with a signature 
aroma of its own: green almond, the seed still in its fleshy pod.

When it’s produced with care, Pablo calls coratina’s aroma his 
favorite: “You could wear it like a cologne.”
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An illustration of an almond from Pomologie française: recueil 
des plus beaux fruits cultivés en France, published by Langlois et 
Leclercq in 1846.



HOW TO USE YOUR FAT GOLD

Picual: Tomato on Tomato
We recommend using this picual, with its tomato leaf aroma, on, 
yes: tomatoes. Take the last of the summer’s crop, cut them into 
slices, drizzle with Fat Gold, and finish with flaky salt. Then, as 
autumn progresses, work the picual into your tomato sauce. Driz-
zle it on your pizza! Not a slice of pizza is consumed at Fat Gold 
HQ that doesn’t have olive oil added.

Coratina: Autumn Flavors
This coratina, with its green almond aroma, is perfect for hearty 
autumn fare. Pour it over a pot of white beans or finish your 
squash soup with a thick stripe of Fat Gold. This oil’s bitterness 
will provide a tasty contrast to the sweetness of squash or sweet 
potatoes.

WHAT TO READ WITH YOUR FAT GOLD

Our friendship with Pablo goes beyond olive oil. In particular, he 
and Robin enjoy trading book recommendations. So, for this zine, 
because we are huge nerds, we thought we’d share a couple with 
you, too.

Robin recommends the novella Train Dreams by Denis Johnson, 
a tale of a life in the American West at the beginning of the last 
century. It’s simple and soaring and beautifully written, with the 
added benefit of being very short: the kind of book you can read 
in one sitting.

Pablo recommends the poems of Antonio Machado, who was 
born and lived much of his life in Andalusia, where they produce 
20% of all the olive oil in the world (!), of which 90% is made from 
picual olives. In his poem “Retrato” (portrait), Machado wrote:

My childhood is all memories of a patio in Seville,
An orchard in the light where lemons ripened every fall

That’s it for this issue! If there are any problems whatsoever 
with your shipment, let us know. Just email robin@fat.gold and 
we’ll get things fixed.

We hope you enjoy this issue of Fat Gold. Remember: use it up!

–Kathryn and Robin

These distinct aromatic profiles inspired the art on this ship-
ment’s magnets, both of which are botanical illustrations from a 
few hundred years ago: a tomato plant for the picual, an almond 
in its pod for the coratina. (You can find links to the original 
sources at fat.gold/art)

Both of these oils taste great because of the way they were 
milled, so, in this zine, we thought we’d tell you about…

THE HAMMER AND THE BLADE

In order to extract oil from an olive, you have to break it open. 
For a very long time, this was done with a gigantic stone wheel. 
Nowadays, olive oil makers use a couple different machines, and 
the choice between them has an outsized impact on the charac-
teristics of the finished oil. Even though this crushing step is very 
brief, a large fraction of an olive oil’s aromas are created in this 
moment: a kind of Big Bang.

Today, most modern mills use hammer crushers, which smash the 
olives against a stainless steel grid. The friction of the hammers 
raises the temperature of the olives 8-10 degrees F; this burst of 
heat kicks off enzymatic reactions inside the pits that, in some 
varieties especially, produces undesirable flavors and aromas.

There’s a newer kind of crusher that uses slicing blades rather 
than smashing hammers. This gentler treatment produces less 
heat, so there’s less danger of those unwanted enzymatic reac-
tions kicking off, and less danger of unpleasant bitterness.

Bitterness can be challenging to discuss, because different 
people’s perceptions can be wildly different. Think of the “super 
tasters” who taste it overwhelmingly… where other people taste 
absolutely nothing. People have very different tastes and toler-
ances for bitterness, but it can be very rewarding! Think of dark 
chocolate; hoppy beer; a great cup of coffee.

When she’s tasting oils for extra virgin certification, Kathryn often 
distinguishes between a pleasant, “olive-y” bitterness and a 
harsh, woody bitterness. Again, it’s like coffee: a great cup offers 
the kind of bitterness you crave, but a burnt pot is disgusting.

Here’s a tip: salt helps balance bitterness on your palate.


